CROSSWORD
No. 15,837 Set by BRADMAN

ACROSS
1 Wrinkled floor covering in front of huge entrance to edifice (6)
4 Supporting two girls (one named) seen to be extravagant (8)
10 Direction taken by Caesar in retreat (5-4)
11 Serious language may limit it (5)
12 Some worker hurrying around industrial region (4)
13 Somerset town having refusal, one way and another, to offer wine (10)
15 Custodian of gold meeting minister in church briefly (7)
16 Island showing cold nature following sun (6)
19 Note about what cheese-maker needs (6)
21 To subcontract is weird, a thousand being drafted in (4,3)
23 Exotic dish cooked by baker, horribly black (5,5)
25 Part of crop, early fruit (4)
27 As an Athenian, this writer’s in the fashion (5)
28 Anyone can get upset, showing irritation (9)
29 She hears about new arrangements for old things (8)
30 Boy joining theatre about to be seen as an individual (6)

DOWN
1 Curtail support, internal scheme being inadequate (8)
2 Social awkwardness of Erica, huge, dishevelled (9)
3 Very good house useless in part of London (4)
5 When madam does this it makes no difference (7)
6 Record on, sure thing to upset (10)
7 Good to have wet weather? It may stop this being harvested (5)
8 Extra line, say, written before Cheerio (3,3)
9 Club joined by the female swimmer? (6)
14 They travel around in the trains – not hard, tipsy (10)
17 Possibly send things yet to be sorted out? (5,4)
18 Sour gent upset by female nationalist (8)
20 Adolescent is rebellious free agent, putting father off (7)
21 Draw attention to a Parisian imprisoned in apartment (6)
22 Journalist maybe travelled north to pen the article? (6)
24 State speed with which goddess becomes manifest (5)
26 Instrument, one deceptive to the audience (4)

Solution 15,836